A method used previously for inner-shell ionization in asymmetric ion-atom collisions is extended to include charge transfer between the target inner shells and projectile E shell. We work in the energy range q'" = Rv/Z"e' & 1 and use an independent-electron model (Hartree-Pock) for the target. We treat the interaction with the projectile as a time-dependent perturbation due to a bare charge moving on a straightline path. Our method, as for ionization, is very efficient in that with our target-centered expansion of the system wave function, all requisite matrix elements needed at a particular projectile energy are pretabulated and used at all impact parameters, A critical feature of our results is the recognition of the importance of target continuum states of energy approximately equal to the kinetic energy (in the target frame) of the electron on the projectile, and the development of a method to properly include such resonance states in our pseudostate calculation. We present selected numerical results to illustrate our method and to demonstrate the projectile energy and nuclear charge dependence of the cross sections. A general feature of the results presented is that the computed cross sections are of the order of 0.3 -0.5 times the Brinkman-Kramers.
It is the purpose of this paper to extend this method to charge transfer processes. Our approach is to solve the equation g (+) v'"+U(r)+ W(R)+ V(r -K(t)) e" e by a time-development operator approach, ' and then to evaluate the T matrix for charge transfer, (gc'T', (U+ W)4"). Here U(r) is the single-electron Hartree-Fock potential for the target atom.
The vector r locates the electron relative to the target nucleus, which is held fixed at the origin. The projectile describes a classical predetermined path R(t) . Throughout this paper we consider R -= (B, Z) =(5,vt), where B is the impact parameter and z, the velocity of the projectile, is assumed constant. The function V((r -R(t)) is the interaction between the active electron and the projectile nucleus, and W (R) is a function of the projectile-target internuclear separation. For any choice of W (R) , the ionization and charge transfer cross sections are independent of W (R) (=, 'm, v') and then resonantly charge-transferring it (W. e will later demonstrate with numerical results the importance of correctly including this mechanism in a charge-transfer calculation. ) The energy region in the continuum of the target for which the latter process can occur is very narrow. Its width can be estimated from the uncertainty principle as dE-5/f= hvZJa, . In a Hilbert space, however, the continuum of target states is replaced by a finite number of discrete states. The energy gap typically present in these positive energy pseudostates is of the order of thy gap between the bound states of the system, i.e. , yZ~e'/a, . Here y is some factor less than unity that depends on the number of basis states being used. In the region of interest here, where rP~'= tv/Z"e'6 1 and Zz » Z&, the energy gap between the positive energy pseudostates can be much larger than the energy region for resonant charge transfer. Thus 
Here xs(r) and x"(r) are the true continuum and bound state wave functions, respectively, of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H"viz. , a,x,(r) = -, r' -+-, -+ U(r) x, (r)
The wave functions are of definite angular momentum I, and p(E) is the density of states. This closure relationship is replaced in a standard coupledstate calculation using pseudostates by an approximate one r '&(r -r') -P p*"(r)f"(r') = g p"*(r)Q"(r'), (4) the identity of these two functions is only good in the region restricted to not-too-large r as p" (x) is bounded whereas y, (~) satisfies scattering boundary conditions.
In two recent papers,~for example, it has been shown that it is possible to accurately reproduce X, (r) with a p"(r) over a 6n satisfactorily large range of z. It is also straightforward to find N"by noting that postulate that the scheme is like any other integration ru e in that certain abscissas &"areweighted with widths h"and a finite sum produced which approximates the integral. That is, x, (r)= j, (&"r)+ 6, (r, r')U(r')g, (x')r"dr', (7) 'n p 6"6" and substituting from Eq. (6) for X"(r). We can then find N"by various methods. '
To understand more thoroughly the replacement of the integral in Eq. (2) by the sum of Eq. (4), we But if Eq. (4) is to hold, then this says that e"=2(6"+b, ", )+ e",
should hold. In Table I (f exp( f~R -r~)exp(tx, r)( -tfteW) tp(t tRr)dr)dZ t"+t= - In accord with the above comments an additiongl factor of 2 would be needed to account for the presence of two electrons in the initial state, for example, the K shell, of the target. In E(l. (14) 
X(nlm)(nlm)'( n& x ((I)t; Y,~e px(i "j(z)C, (r, Z,,)) .
The matrix T is defined as'
where
where )( = a"a"z/2jiv We f'in. cial care is taken M, ,"(B, Z) might need to be evaluated at alarge number ofZ points, say 400, to obtain tcT accurately. It is just these difficulties that led us away from the use of a two-centered expansion in . , the first place, and we must now demonstrate how to solve them.
We used the following treatment of M, , (B,Z).
Our first step is to exhibit the angular dependence of exp(-f I R -r I) by formaHy expanding it in a complete set of spherical harmoni. cs exp( f I R -r I) = p Yl"(r") Y~~(8)a J. " (R, r) . (25) 
